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Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Accounting (from my major), Finance (from my major), Taxes 

(from my major), General management (3 years, from several 
jobs) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

Marketing, Operations management, custumor service 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

I will be preparing my GMAT, following the courses Investment 
and Portfolio Management and Operations and Process 

management, i will also still be working my job in a bar. 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

Food and Beverage, Consumer goods, Moneculair Biology, 

Medicine 

 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 

than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 

product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. The 

entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé). 

 

Past work experience: 

working in bars/restaurants, managament in bars/restaurants, 

being a driver picking up artists in Val Thorens 

Favorite company or startup: Previous experience in 

teams: 

If have done some commission work at my fraternity in Utrecht, 
I've worked in teams and coördinated them in several bars and 

restaurants 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

A moment when I was on a camper trip through Europe with a 
couple of friends and our engine crashed. We had to resolve 
how to get to a city or village, and above all how to get the 

camper there 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Field Marketing (3 years). Accounting (1 year, from school). 

Customer service (4 years). 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

Management, operations management, general management. 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Organisations and management. Coaching and training first 

year rowers. Host at Nespresso. 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

Wood industry (south america), multi‐media, 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. 

 

Past work experience: 

A lot of work organizing, tending to the costumers. 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Unilever 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

ASR NEREUS, Rower, Trainer, Coach and Cook. /  Jeugd 

Gemeenteraad van Madurodam, / 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

When I was 7 or 8 years old, I started my own dog walk service, 

called Doggy Care. I had costumer list of nearly 20 people and 

35 dogs. Business was so good, that i had to hire some friends 

to walk al the dogs. 

 

 

 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

IT/ network administration (1 1/4 years from job), team and 

project management ( 2 month from job), purchasing, sales 

and marketing ( 4 month from job), public relations and event 

management (6 month), international trade (4 month) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

Purchasing/ sourcing, international trade/ trading goods 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

operations & process management 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

IT/ telephone technology, marketing and social/ new media, 
mobile computing 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more 

practical than my major Entrepreneurship (and/or 

creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing 

or challenging. 

 

Past work experience: 

i experienced how "easy" it can be to find a new product, buy it, 

market it and then sell it 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Appear2Media 

Previous experience in teams: 

I worked in a very international team for one summer at 

Siemens in Munich, where we rolled out a worldwide project 

for Siemens internal which included endless meetings, 

conference calls and protocol writing 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

when i worked this summer for a trading company my job was 

to source for a new product and deliver marketing to some 
extend for it. i chose coconut sugar which is an upcoming 
organic product which is now being sold by the company i 

worked for. 

 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

finance (3 years, from school), general management (1 year. 

from job), Pv systen engineering (1 year, from job) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

not sure 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

2 courses, 2x 6ec 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

IT, consulting 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more 

practical than major Entrepreneurship (and/or 

creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing 

or challenging. I want to become very rich, and the 

minor gets me started towards that goal. 

 

 

 

Past work experience: 

I have been working for a company as a sales engineer 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

‐ 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

My previous experiences in teams have been positive. I've 

done about 8 group projects on different subjects and have 

taken a different role each time. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

In one of my projects I combined two technologies for a 

Medical devuce (the Da vinci robot) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Not sure 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

Marketing, operations management, general management. 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Operations and Process management, Statistics resit‐exam 

and a Job ( Research Assistent at Millward Brown) 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 

family friends: 

ICT, Product Design, Ecology. 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 

than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 

product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not 

know if entrepreneurship is for me. I perceive that this 

Entrepreneurship Minor will be great for improving my social 

life. 

 

Past work experience: 

Halfords. Azie‐wok. Millward Brown. 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Not really. 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

In school I have worked a lot of times in a team. Also I have 

played football since I was 6 years old. In 

my working experience I always had to cooperate with 

colleagues. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

A friend of mine studied Industrial Product Design. We were 

always thinking together of some new inventions, and now we 

are trying to do something with 3D‐printing and phone cases. 

But I am not telling you what exactly! 

 

 

 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Strategic management (1 year, from school), 

Projectmanagement (1 year, from school), 

Procesmanagement (1 year, from school), 

Financial management (1 year, from school) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or 

business knowledge: 

Computer programming in Java and Python 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Other courses: Organization psychology, Operations and proces 

management 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

none 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more 

practical than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or 

creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or 

challenging. The entrepreneurship minor looks good on my 

CV (vita, resumé). 

 

 

Past work experience: 

Assistent Declarer at TNT Mail: entering information about packages 

into the computer 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Chromatik: iPad app to share musical scores with other people 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

Working together in groups at school (management, economy and 

law). 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

I have written a computer program to print music notation in pdf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Management in a club(3 years, from job) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

General management 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

No other courses, job as a manager in a club. 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

Not sure 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than 
my major. 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) 

sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not know 

if entrepreneurship is for me. 

 

Past work experience: 

I work as a manager in a club. 

 

 

 

 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

No. 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

Work as a team at my job, with soccer, also with thaiboxing(people 

think it's a individual sport but it isn't.) 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

n/a. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

human resources 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

human resources 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Organisation and Management 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

ophthalmology 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or 

service) sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not 
know if entrepreneurship is for me. 

 

Past work experience: 

Internship at a non profit organization 

Favorite company or startup: Previous experience in 

teams: 

Student association / Teams during my study 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

I add value when I organize events (party's, dinners, weekends 

etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

customer service 3 years from job 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

not sure 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Play soccer 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

Finance, Antiques, Law, Medicine and Retail 

 

 

 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 

than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 

product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. The 

entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé). 

 

Past work experience: 

None 

 

Favorite company or startup: Previous experience in 

teams: 

I've had very good experiences with working in teams. Mine is 

with an organized sports team. I like it that at times you can be 

brutally honest to each other and that you can also find support 

with them. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

n/a 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Finance(2 years, from job), management (3 years, from job) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

marketing, finance, management 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Organisatie en Management, Financiering,  

 

Job:  

Teammanager at Zonnefabriek 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

Medicine, Teaching, Physics, Consultancy 

 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 

than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 

product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. 

Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me to make a difference 

in the world. 

 

Past work experience: 

Installation team manager Zonnefabriek (in charge of electrician 

and 2 man) 

Favorite company or startup: Previous experience in 

teams: 

DERM wintersports (over 100 participants), soccer team, "R&D"‐

team Zonnefabriek 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

Koninginnedag 

 



 

 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Management (2 years, from job). Human Resources (2 years, 

from job). Service (6 years, from job). 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

Operations Management and Marketing. 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

I will be working a job which somewhere around 10‐20 hours 
per week. I work at a store which is 

called Bilder & de Clercq which focusses on a unique food 

concept. It's a really cool store (check it out on Facebook! 

https://www.facebook.com/BilderDeClercq 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

Project Management. Operational Management. 

 

 

 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more 

practical than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or 

creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or 

challenging. The entrepreneurship minor looks good on 

my CV (vita, resumé). 

 

Past work experience: 

I've been working as a Team Manager in a medium‐sized 

collection agency in Haarlem for the past 

2,5 years. In this function, a had supervision over +/‐ 10‐15 
debt collectors and organized training 

activities for groups somewhere around 10 people. I also w 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Bilder & de Clercq. 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

I've been playing hockey for 15 years. I also fulfilled a managing 

role in my previous job. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

n/a 

http://www.facebook.com/BilderDeClercq
http://www.facebook.com/BilderDeClercq


 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Management ( half year, from job) accounting (5 years, high 

school and university) finance (2 years), customer service (5 

years, from job), marketing (1 year university) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

Sustainability, but also very intresting in combining technical 
and business knowledge 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

In februari: courses modelling (3 ect), Philosophy of Science (3 

ect). Organizing study trip to San Francisco and silicon valley to 

visit innovative companies, working: manage a kiosk for 
drinkts/foods at arena, teaching high school students, sports: 

rowi 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

Accounting 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 

than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 

product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. The 

entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé). 

 

Past work experience: 

Ah: 5 years at bread baker department. T&E students agency: 2 
years, Amsterdam arena: 2 years 

(since a few months also managing a kiosk,, not just selling) 

studentsplus (teaching): 1 year 

Favorite company or startup: Previous experience in 

teams: 

First played hockey for 11 years with a team of 11 people. Now 

rowing in a 8, where every person needs to do exactly the same. 

/ Besides in the study, we have every half year a project of 4 

weeks where you get a kind of consultant question and in teams 
o 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

N/a 

 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

PR (2 years) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

not sure 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

I work in a PR office 1 day a week. Will be taking some other 
courses as well, depending on the 

requirements for my master. 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

None 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) 

sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do 

not know if entrepreneurship is for me. The entrepreneurship 

minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé). 

 

Past work experience: 

lawyers office, pr office, investment office 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

nope 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

1,5 years in the board of AIESEC Amsterdam, field hockey. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

n/a 

 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

economics (3 years, university) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

no sure 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

working (ziggodome) 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

trade 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major.Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not 

know if entrepreneurship is for me. 

 

Past work experience: 

pharmacy (4 years). Ziggodome ( 2 years) inviligator 
(freelance) 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Ben and Jerry's 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

I played in sport teams since I was 6. With my current job, I 

work in a team of 4. I monitor the other 

3. 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

n/a 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

marketing (1 course), strategic management (1 course) 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

not sure 

 

 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Courses I will be taking: 2 topics from my major/ a statistics 

course from my major/ an Research 

Practicum from my major. My job: waitress 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

food/ music/ health 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) 

sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not 

know if entrepreneurship is for me. I perceive that this 

Entrepreneurship Minor will be great for improving my social 

life. 

 

Past work experience: 

none yet 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

no 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

Both at work and in previous courses I''ve had to work in 
groups. No big problems have ever occured, 

except for teammates freeriding and getting lazy. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

everytime I have to open a bottle of wine and there is no wine 
opener.



 

 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Marketing (1 year from school), Innovation management (2 

years from school) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

Innovation management 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Job, 1 course from major 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

Not sure 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) 
sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to be my own boss, and the 

minor gets me started towards that  

 

 

 

goal. The entrepreneurship minor 

looks good on my CV (vita, resumé). 

 

Past work experience: 

none yet 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

not yet 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

Multiple projects for major, commissions in fraternity, trainer 

of a soccer team, basketball player 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

new ideas in commissions of fraternity. Creating innovative 
products or processes in projects for major courses 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

I'm actually not sure. 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

innovation management, marketing, corporate communication. 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

I will take the course organization and management. And i also 
have to retake the statistics exam, 

but i'm not sure i will take the exam during this semester. 
Because i want to focus on this minor. I 

will also work a part‐time job. I'm a hiker. That means 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

My father is a sales and marketing manager. My mother 
teaches marketing at the hoge school. A lot 

of my friend study at different universities and do studies. like: 
technical innovation, urban design, econometric and 
communication. 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) 
sounds intriguing or challenging. 

 

Past work experience: 

i actually only worked student jobs. So, none yet. 

Favorite company or startup: Previous experience in 
teams: 

I played in a football team when i was in high school. Really 
liked that because it was fun and we 

really needed to work together to win. Next to that i worked in 
groups as a student. sometimes it got pretty messy because 
everybody had their own opinion a 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

n/a 

 

 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Finance (2 years, school) retail mangament (2 years, job) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

retail management, micro economics process and customer 

service 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Retail (Job) 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

none 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more 

practical than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or 

creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or 

challenging. Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me 

to make a difference in the world. 

 

 

 

Past work experience: 

Retail seller and management 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

None 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

Handball (teamsport) experience in study board with several 

commission groups 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

I would say in this case the process of recycling. Being the 
intercessor, I find the right people who demands the good 
while the owner try get rid off it. This happens a several times. 

 

 

 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Not sure. 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

General management, marketing, human resources 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Philosophy of science 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

IT, media production 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more 

practical than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or 

creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing 

or challenging. The entrepreneurship minor looks 

good on my CV (vita, resumé). 

 

 

Past work experience: 

Odd job in a supermarket; teacher of complementary 

classes; freelance web design; freelance column 

writing 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Home Box Office; Pixar; Valve Games 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

A.o worked in a group of 21 on a theatre production for my 

'profielwerkstuk'; was a commissioner in my study 

organization; played in a soccer team. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

At the moment, nothing specific comes to mind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Courses during my Bachelor: Human Resource Management, 

Strategic Human Resource Management, Introduction to 

Marketing and Sales, Project Management. I wrote my 

Bachelorthesis about Social Entrepreneurship (I did my 

research at the company Ctaste) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 

and/or business knowledge: 

Management 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Finance. And hopefully work. 

 

Industries associated with family members or close family 

friends: 

Not sure 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more 

practical than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or 

creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing 

or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not 
know if entrepreneurship is for me. 

 

Past work experience: 

Restaurant (5 years), Music/Video company (6 months), 

Administrative worker (1 year) 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

None 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

I did the research for my bachelorthesis in a group; so we had 
to work in a group for a year to do the 

research together and write the thesis as well. / During my 

semester abroad in Ireland I had to work with 5 Irish students 

for the course Project Manag 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

In highschool there was not trip for the students that did not 
follow French or Spanish and therefore 

I organized a survival trip for all these students 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Communication / Media (3,5 years), Business Studies (1 year) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Media, Marketing, Innovation (Management) 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Courses: Maybe E‐Business. Job: Hockey 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Advertising, Design, Media 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. I want to 
be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that 
goal. 

 

Past work experience: 

Advertising (concept and copy) at RAPP Amsterdam and Ogilvy 
& Mather 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Philips (Innovation), Ogilvy & Mather (Branding and Creation) 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

I've been playing hockey for 14 years now, so playing in a team 
is quite familiar for me. Also, I've done several group 
assignments at highschool and uni ofcourse. I have also 
worked at Philips, and at Advertising Agencies I've been 
working for collaborat 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

Several moments during concepting in a brainstormsession 
when I was working at a advertising agency. It is all about 
bringing a message in a clever way, so the consumer actually 
thinks 'oh, I could have done this myself', but they didn't. 

 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Accounting, finance, marketing, operations management, 
general management, human resources, customer service( 
these are all university) Acquisition, research, socializing, 
teamwork,(Research project Indonesia & Bare‐Minimum). 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Human resources, marketing, acquisition, R&D, general 
technology. 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Research project Indonesia, Work as a chef one day a week, 
Intermediate Management accounting 

(ce6) 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Medical, management, product design, politics, medicine. 

 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. The 
entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé). 

 
Past work experience: 

Own company (Bare‐Minimum Clothing)everything from 
marketing, social media to paperwork and 

concept design, general experience in hospitality, 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Google, Tesla, Boston dynamics stuff like that! 

 
Previous experience in teams: 

In hospitality i worked in teams as well as team leader. With 
Bare‐Minimum Clothing we had an equal partner relation (3 
parties), And now with the SEFA research project we work in a 
team under a form of management, but we all have some say 
on the day to d 

 
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

When trying to take a normal clothing company to a new 
quality and a different value level. 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Public Relations (9 months, from job). Communication (3 
years, from school). 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

operations management. general management. 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

I'll be working as a horse riding instructor 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

My father has racing team in the Formula 3 and my cousin 
works as graphic designer 

 

 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do 
not know if entrepreneurship is for me. 

 

Past work experience: 

PR. Hosting. Brand consultant. Creative writing. 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Protein 

 
Previous experience in teams: 

At Edelman pr I worked in different teams. We had teams for 
Shell and Starbucks etc. 

 
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

n/a 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Accounting (1 year from school ) , Finance (2 Years from 
school ) Marketing (1 Year from school, Managment ( 1 Year 
from school) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

no idea 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Member of Financial commitee and maybe course Graphic 
Design 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

none 

 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. The 
entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé). 

 

Past work experience: 

I had my own small jewelry business for a year. I did a market 
research for DMH Interior Solutions BV 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

No idea 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

hockey teams, event committee, financial committee, working 
in teams for school, etc 

 
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

Created my own jewelry and started a small business. 

 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Business Administration (year 1, bachelor), Marketing (year 2, 
bachelor), Corporate Finance (year 2, bachelor), Innovation 
Sciences (year 1, bachelor), Entrepreneurship & Innovation 
(year 1, bachelor) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Marketing, Corporate Finance, Trading, Entrepreneurship 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Fysica 2, Philosophy of Management & Organisation, 
Thermodynamics 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Consultancy, Digital (web) Production, Graphic Design, 
Dentistry, Tourism, Marketing 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

 
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. I want to 
be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that 
goal. 

 
Past work experience: 

Bartending, Chauffeur 

 
Favorite company or startup: 

Coolblue, 

 
Previous experience in teams: 

I participated in several study projects during my Bachelor 
SBI, recently published the Amsterdamsche Studenten 
Almanak as the result of a six month fulltime project, was the 
captain of Team UvA at the international sailing race "Race of 
the Classics", wa 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

During high school, I started a profitable website called 
"bierdealer.nl", essentially an online game where people could 
win a beertender. In october 2012, I bought an old lifeboat in 
Schotland and rebuilt it for use in the canals, making profit 
from doin. 



 

 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Hotel Management (2.5 years) Sales Representive (1.5 years) 
Economics Minor ‐University of Sydney 

(6 months) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Not Sure 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Finance 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Not Sure 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do 
not know if entrepreneurship is for me. The entrepreneurship 
minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé). 

 

Past work experience: 

Not Yet 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

Student Association (Heinsus) ‐ Leiden University 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

N/A 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Accounting (1 and 1/2 years, from school and job); Customer 
service (2 years, from job); Marketing 

(1 year, from school) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Marketing and Branding 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Except EiP and CiE I am taking International Money and I will be 
working part time, 12 hours a week. 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

IT, Service (tourism) industry, Banking, 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do 
not know if entrepreneurship is for me. 

 

 

Past work experience: 

So far I have worked as a hotel receptionist which made me 
realise I enjoy working with people and also had a 6 months 
internship as an accountant. 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Not really. 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

Durring high school I was responsible in leading and 
organizing student's' activities in an 

international ecological project my school had and I've also 
been part of the Marketing team of a student association at my 
home university (Aser) and have been in 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

At the moment GRASP is trying to organize a Romanian theater 
festival in Amsterdam this year, but we are dealing with many 
problems, among which the lack of resources(financial but 
also human) is probably the biggest issue. However, we came 
up with some p 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Finance (1 year from school) general economics (3 years from 
school) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Finance or general economics 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Development economics, working in a restaurant 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Textile business and banking sector 

 
 
 
 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) 
sounds intriguing or challenging. 

 

Past work experience: 

Bartender and waitress 

Favorite company or startup: Previous experience in 
teams: 

I participate in the FSA (Financial Study Association of 
Amsterdam), I have played team sports and I 

have participated in research projects on the UvA. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

Within the FSA we have to come up with new ideas for the 
website or for posters etc. so you have to be creative and 
think out of the box. 

 



 

 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Marketing (2 years, school), Accounting (3 years from school), 
Finance (3 years from school) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Apps 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

I'll be working 8 hours a week 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

ICT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do 
not know if entrepreneurship is for me. 

 

Past work experience: 

Horeca 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Heineken 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

Hockey, school, student association 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

n/a 

 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Marketing, communication, public relations (3 years, from 
university and an internship), work and organizational 
psychology (3 years, from university) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Almost completely new things to me: Entrepeneurship, 
innovation, finance, management etc. 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

My elective course will be Finance. Besides that I will also take 
courses in Political psychology, Motivation and write a thesis. 
Furthermore, I work at my mom's business once a week (real 
estate). 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Real estate, research, health care, human resources. 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. I want to 
be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that 
goal. 

 

Past work experience: 

Intern marketing/communication (6 months), office manager 
(1 year), peer educator (3 years), data developer (3 months), 
telemarketeer (6 months) 

 
Previous experience in teams: 

Several research projects for a class in school, at several 
companies where I've been working, and last but not least my 
hockey team (we've become champions 3 times in a row). 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

During my internship, I was responsible for the entire 
marketing of the company I worked at. In 

addition, I had to promote the company without any budget for 
marketing campaigns. Therefore, I 

was 'forced' (in a positive way) to think up some creative idea. 



 

 
 
Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Economics (3 years, from bachelor). Finance/Accounting (2 
courses, from bachelor) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Not sure 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Operations and Process Management 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Interior designer, bookkeeping/accounting, construction 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) 
sounds intriguing or challenging. The entrepreneurship minor 
looks good on my CV (vita, resumé). 

 

 
 
Past work experience: 

Only summerjobs like cleaning/working in a guest house 

Favorite company or startup: Previous experience in 
teams: 

I worked in a group for some of my courses, like Investment 
and Portfolio Theory (I and II). I played in a volleyball teams a 
few years ago. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

n/a 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Getting familiar with the discourse in the last semester with 
the courses: Strategic Management, 

Marketing, Entrepreneurship & Innovation, HRM and CSR. 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Strategic Management, Marketing (strategy, positioning), 
Research. 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Not sure yet if I will be taking any other courses (probably one 
in the second block of the semester). Currently working for 
Antenna International at the Stedelijk Museum behind the 
info&audio desk. But will not be working many hours in the next 
few month 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Social Research, Multi media design (websites, apps etc), 
Creative industries. 

 
Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) 
sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do 
not know if entrepreneurship is for me. I want to be my own 
boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal. 

Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me to make a 
difference in the world. 

Past work experience: 

I've worked for small companies like a catering service, a 
small local 'wok' restaurant, and at the moment I am working 
for a very large global company 'Antenna International'. But I 
have no management experience. 

Favorite company or startup: 

Virgin Group 

Previous experience in teams: 

Depending on what the definition of a team is, I've been in 
many teams in courses in the last years, for papers, 
presentations, research assignments, debates etc. For 
example in marketing we had to do an assignment where we 
had to come up with a new product 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

I am the founder of jeu de boules club vondelpark haha thats 
probably entrepreneurial. I do believe I 

am capable of 'out‐of‐the‐box‐thinking', which makes me 
potentially resourceful and/or innovative. 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Business Administration bachelor at VU (5 years ‐ Have al my 
ECTS except my Thesis), 

Bookkeepping/Finance (since 0,5 year I work parttime as a 
Werkstudent Finance at a middle sized company. 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Innovation Management (at existing companies) & 
Entrepeneurship (at new companies) 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Organization and Management (6 ECTS), Bachelor Thesis at VU 
(9 ECTS), Werkstudent Finance at 

Spotzer (very flexible 1 ‐2 days a week) 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

ICT, Music, Healthcare. 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do 
not know if entrepreneurship is for me. Entrepreneurship is 
the easiest way for me to make a difference in the world. 

Past work experience: 

Werkstudent Finance at Spotzer Media Group (past half year 
till now), Sales‐experience on the streets (The Sales Unit, 
Pepperminds) and through telephone (Business to Business). 

Favorite company or startup: 

Soundcloud, Kickstarter, 

Previous experience in teams: 

Many experience: through Sports (member of youth board at 
Tennis club for several years), Study (6 years of Bachelor 
experience Business Administration and Economics), 
Fraternity (many teams, of which one was a Full‐Time function 
for a half year (almanak). 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

I organized a few little parties with some friends. 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

All first and second year business courses from the university 
including a couple of additional courses, like Retailmarketing, 
CSR and Human Resource Management (2,5 years). 
Management (2 years, from job). Entrepreneurship (1,5 years, 
for my own company) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: Mechanics (especially on cars, 
motorbikes, bikes, etc), Fashion, and I really liked the course 
Retailmarketing. 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

One second year and one third year course for my bachelor. 
Beside I work as a company director/ manager at an Italian 
ice cream parlor and I am still registered at the Kamer van 
Koophandel with our own clothing company. 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Health Care, Clothing, Psychology, Law, Stock Exchange, 
Banking, Management, Hospitality 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. I want to 

be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that 
goal. 

Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me to make a 
difference in the world. 

 

Past work experience: 

Almost all tasks in hospitality (from banqueting and dish 
washing to cooking and managing a team with over 30 
members). Beside I have my own clothing company with two 
compagnons, but unfortunately we had a law suit a couple of 
months ago and we quitted ou 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

My favorite company will be my own company 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

I played hockey, football and tennis before, but unfortunately I 
had to stop because I had an accident with a scooter. Of 
course over the years I worked a lot in teams for school and 
study. And I've worked together with quite a lot of people in 
hospitalit 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

I am not the most creative person on earth. But of course 
there are many moments in which you find the wrong, but still 
a great solution to a problem or a question on school or in 
different situations. I cannot describe a particular one. 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Finance (1 year, from job) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

marketing 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

'organisatie en management', no job. 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Assurance 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) 
sounds intriguing or challenging. I want to be my own boss, 
and the minor gets me started towards that goal. 

 

Past work experience: 

a fulltime job at SABIC for 1 year, kind of financial work. Also 
worked 2 years in a restaurant. 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

none. 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

My basketball team, and sometimes i worked in a team at 
SABIC 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

yesterday we got a leakage in the kitchen, i solved it with some 
good ideas. 

 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

None... 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Management 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

I'm still writing my thesis. Shouildn't be too long before I'm 
done. Not sure yet what job I'll be 

working, probably some assisting job on a photography set. 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Banking, healthcare and environmental sustainability. 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) 
sounds intriguing or challenging. 

I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do 
not know if entrepreneurship is for me. 

 

 

 

Past work experience: 

I've worked in marketing the last couple of years; before that I 
worked in the horeca. Other than that 

I've had a lot of experience ski‐teaching. 

Favorite company or startup: Previous experience in 
teams: 

I always worked in teams at my marketing job, which was 
great. Team‐work was greatly promoted 

and I learned a ton. / Same goes for when I worked as a sous‐
chef in a small bistro. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

I like DYI'ing stuff and being outdoors (the mountains are 
preferred) ‐ often I've found myself in places where a problem 
arose and not many tools/gear/items were present. Making 
do with what little you have and making the most of it has 
helped me on num 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Organization and management (3 years, from school). Public 
Relations (1 year, from student association) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Organization and management, Marketing 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

Voluntary Job as a coordinator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Finance and Control, Compliance issues 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more 
practical than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or 
creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or 
challenging. I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets 
me started towards that goal. 

 

Past work experience: 

Worked as a private chauffeur, worked in a restaurant 
(kitchen) 

 

 

 

Favorite company or startup: Previous experience in 
teams: 

Study association POLIS (activities committee). Worked in 
teams for several courses in University. Played in several 
teams in professional soccer. Worked in teams for my job as a 
private chauffeur and valet parking at big events and private 
parties. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

I set up my own trading business in selling winter tires and 
wheels for cars. I buy them in Germany, transport them to the 
Netherlands and sell them here. 

 

 

 



 

 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Accounting, finance & fiscal (3 years from university; 8 years 
from job); bachelor Economic & finance 

@ UvA; customer service (5 years from job) 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

I like human resources, management & organisational 
structures; gadgets and other technical innovations 

 

Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

I am done with my bachelor so technically this is my extra‐
curricular activity but I also have a job as a junior 
accountant/tax advisor and a few clients of my own who I 
help with their (business) financials 

& computerproblems 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Pension/insurance/mortgage/fiscal/financial/art/investme
nt 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) 
sounds intriguing or challenging. I want to become very rich, 
and the minor gets me started towards that goal. 

I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started 
towards that goal. The entrepreneurship minor looks good on 
my CV (vita, resumé). 

 

Past work experience: 

I have expericence in accounting, fiscal and financial advise. 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

None 

 

 

 

 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

I have worked in teams during my study. I am in the tenant 
commission (huurders commissie) of my building. I am also a 
member of the events commission of my tennisclub. 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

At work we had this system for client administrations. I 
suggested a few changes in the system which decreased the 
time needed to finish the administration. 

 

 



 

Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Chemistry (2 years, job and internship), 

 

Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

managment 

 
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

I am also a participant in the honors program of Leiden's 
University of Applied Sciences each wednesday‐ and thursday 
evening 

 
Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

law, financing, healthcare, real estate 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. I 
perceive that this Entrepreneurship Minor will be great for 
improving my social life. 

Past work experience: 

2 chemical internships, 1 job as a chemist, working in a 
supermarket if that is alright 

 

Favorite company or startup: 

Experienced: Quaker Chemical, Desired: Shell, Arcelor Mittal, 
DuPont 

 

Previous experience in teams: 

Before my bachelor studies i did a 'MBO' study in which we 
always worked in a team of 8 people. At my internship i 
worked in several teams to get some jobs done. I am also 
participating in the honors program of the University of 
Applied Sciences in Leiden 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

During last year project the group and me developed a system 
which generates electric energy out of someones footsteps. 
Unfortunately we couldn't continue the project due to lack of 
time, money and resources. 

 



 

 
Familiar with the following business knowledge: 

Accounting (2 months now, from job) Management (2 years, 
from own company) 

 
Future interests in the following technical knowledge 
and/or business knowledge: 

Not sure 

 
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester: 

I work for AIESEC, part time, as Account Manager. 

 

Industries associated with family members or close 
family friends: 

Deloitte, Achmea, Shell, Heinz, Sanoma 

 

Sources of motivation for taking the minor: 

EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical 
than my major. Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new 
product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging. 

 

Past work experience: 

I founded a nonprofit organisation that is still up and running, I 
quit due to several reasons, one of 

which is study, and left the organisation in the hands of the 
two other cofounders. The name of the organisation is Sport 
Empowerment Foundation. Curren 

 
Favorite company or startup: 

Red Bull 

 
Previous experience in teams: 

I played basketball for 8 years, of which the last 3 years on 
the highest level possible. I was the team captain. / I had to 
cooperate with two friends, with whom I founded the Sport 
Empowerment Foundation. / I currently work in the Board 
Battle team for 

 

An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness? 

I launched a promotion program for the Sport Empowerment 
Foundation, which turned out to be a huge succes. Indirectly it 
financially boosted our organisation with over 7000 euro. We 
did an''olympic tour'' through Noord‐Holland, where in every 
major city. 



First name Last name Age Major Nationality Residence P/S/E? Paint? Party #? Read time? Best? Dice EC's? Team?

alex.stoorvogel@hotmail.com Alex Stoorvogel 23 Fiscale Economie (Fiscal Economics) Dutch Utrecht P Y 6-10 1d<x<3d 3124 R,Y 36 4
alexadema@hotmail.com Alexander Adema 22 Science of Communication Dutch Amsterdam P Y 6-10 1hr<x<6hr 3412 R,N 36 1
Alexanderbass@gmx.de Alexander Bass 24 Economics German Amsterdam E M 30+ 3d<x<7d 1234 R,N 30 3
da.gahar@gmail.com Amresh Gahar 22 Science, Business and Innovation Dutch Amsterdam E M 1-2 <1hr 1423 R,Y 42 3
avlaander@gmail.com Arnold Vlaander 22 Communication Science Dutch Amsterdam E M 1-2 1d<x<3d 3214 R,N 36 3
bjorn.chin-fo-sieeuw@student.uva.nl Bjorn Chin Fo Sieeuw 30 Management, Economy and Law Dutch Amsterdam P Y 1-2 1hr<x<6hr 4312 R,N 36 3
camielzandbergen@gmail.com Camiel Zandbergen 22 Economics Dutch Leiden E Y 11-30 <1hr 2134 R,Y 30 3
charlotte.rulo@student.uva.nl Charlotte Rulo 25 Organization Psychology Dutch Amsterdam E M 11-30 1d<x<3d 3124 R,N 40 2
Colby.Harmon@student.uva.nl Colby Harmon 22 Finance and Organization American Amsterdam E Y 11-30 6hr<x<1d 2134 R,N 30 3
c.y.kroon@gmail.com Cor Kroon 26 Physics Dutch Amsterdam E Y 11-30 6hr<x<1d 1342 R,Y 36 4
daan_ensing@hotmail.com Daan Ensing 22 Work and org psychology Dutch Amsterdam E M 1-2 3d<x<7d 1234 R,Y 30 1
denise.hoppenbrouwer@student.uva.nl Denise Hoppenbrouwer 21 Science, business & innovation Dutch Amsterdam E Y 3-5 1d<x<3d 1234 Not 36 3
floor_roelandschap@hotmail.com Florence Roelandschap 24 Communication science Dutch Amsterdam E Y 6-10 <1hr 1234 R,N 42 3
hannahnijsingh@hotmail.com Hannah Nijsingh 21 economics Dutch Amsterdam E Y 6-10 6hr<x<1d 1234 R,N 36 3
iriini@hotmail.com Irini Mountakis 21 Communication Sciences Dutch Rotterdam E Y 11-30 1w<x<3w 1234 R,Y 54 2
janterlingen@hotmail.com Jan Terlingen 21 Science, Business & Innovation Dutch Amsterdam P Y 3-5 6hr<x<1d 1234 R,Y 36 2
j.g.schipperheijn@gmail.com Joep Schipperheijn 21 Communication science Dutch Amsterdam E M 11-30 1d<x<3d 1243 R,N 30 2
xian10@gmail.com Johnny Xian 23 Finance and Organisation Dutch Amsterdam S N 1-2 1d<x<3d 2143 R,Y 42 3
julian.tunru@gmail.com Julian Tunru 20 Media and Culture Dutch Amsterdam S Y 6-10 1d<x<3d 1432 R,N 42 2
lisannepistorius@hotmail.com Lisanne Pistorius 21 Interdisciplinary Social Sciences Dutch Utrecht E M 11-30 1hr<x<6hr 2134 R,N 30 2
loran.gailliaert@student.uva.nl Loran Gailliaert 24 Communication Science Dutch Amsterdam E Y 3-5 3d<x<7d 4213 R,Y 36 3
mpm.verweij@gmail.com Mark Verweij 22 Finance and organisation Dutch Amsterdam P Y 3-5 1hr<x<6hr 2314 R,N 42 1
mf.vanamersfoort@gmail.com Martijn van Amersfoort 23 Communication science Dutch Amsterdam E Y 3-5 1hr<x<6hr 1243 R,Y 30 2
maudschijen@hotmail.com Maud Schijen 23 Economics and Finance Dutch Amsterdam P N 3-5 1d<x<3d 4312 R,Y 30 2
maxbarendregt@hotmail.com Max Barendregt 22 Science, Business & Innovation Dutch Amsterdam E Y 3-5 1w<x<3w 4132 R,Y 36 2
michaeloc88@hotmail.com Michael O' Connor 25 International Relations AUS/Dutch NL S M 6-10 1d<x<3d 1432 R,Y 40 2
mihaela.ichim@ymail.com Mihaela Ichim 23 IB and Economics Romanian Amsterdam P Y 1-2 1hr<x<6hr 2134 R,Y 30 3
moniquerood91@gmail.com Monique Rood 22 General Economics Dutch Amsterda S Y 3-5 6hr<x<1d 1234 R,Y 30 2
Niels.Dercksen2@hva.nl Niels Dercksen 22 Commerciele Economie Dutch Amsterdam E N 1-2 1hr<x<6hr 3124 R,N 30 2
nina.vanknapen@student.uva.nl Nina van Knapen 24 (Social) Psych/Comm Science Dutch Amsterdam E M 11-30 1d<x<3d 1234 R,Y 54 2
Pauline.Dekker@student.uva.nl Pauline Dekker 21 Economics and Business Dutch Diemen S N 11-30 1d<x<3d 1234 R,N 30 3
pepijnh@live.nl Pepijn Hofstede 26 Urban studies Dutch Amsterdam E M 3-5 3d<x<7d 2134 Not 30 2
rutger.de.bruijn@hotmail.com Rutger de Bruijn 23 Business Adminitistration Nederlands Amsterdam E Y 11-30 1d<x<3d 4123 R,N 39 3
sanderbossen@gmail.com Sander Bossen 20 Business Administration Dutch Amsterdam E Y 1-2 <1hr 3214 R,Y 36 2
sjoerd_cuypers@hotmail.com Sjoerd Cuypers 20 Communicatiewetenschap Dutch Amsterdam S Y 1-2 1hr<x<6hr 1234 R,N 30 3
Tijmen.Dalhuijsen@student.uva.nl Tijmen Dalhuijsen 23 History Dutch Amsterdam E N 11-30 6hr<x<1d 1342 Not 24 3
timevegroen@live.nl Tim Evegroen 22 Organization studies Dutch Amsterdam E M 3-5 1d<x<3d 1243 Not 30 2
Vincent.vanderBijl@student.uva.nl Vincent van der Bijl 27 Economic finance Dutch Amsterdam E N 1-2 3d<x<7d 4312 R,N 30 3
wilcomellema@hotmail.com Wilco Mellema 22 Chemistry Dutch Bennebroek E Y 3-5 6hr<x<1d 3124 R,Y 38 1
yannick.meijers@gmail.com Yannick Meijers 22 Urban Planning Dutch Amsterdam E Y 30+ 1d<x<3d 2134 R,N 30 1

Key: 
Best? Continue?

P=Product Body-paint in Dam Square? The first number is the ranked preference for the morning. Willing to continue venture after the minor?
S=Service (Y)es Thus, "1234" means somebody does their best work earlier in the day.
E=Either (N)o SA? (response to the assessment)

(M)aybe Dice game 1=surprisingly accurate 4=mostly inaccurate
R,Y Game is risky, but will play it. 2=mostly accurate 5=surprisingly inaccurate

Party #: Ideal number of party-goers R,N Game is risky, and will not play it. 3=half accurate
Not Game is not risky, and will play it.

Read time: Time with unlimited books/mags

Team? 1=Strongly prefers teammates who respect each other's individual happiness (2=lightly prefers)
4=Strongly prefers teammates who respect each other's ability and willingness to set aside individual happiness (3=lightly prefers)



First name Last name Se Si Ne Ni Te Ti Fe Fi I/E S/N T/F J/P Agree?

Alex Stoorvogel 37 30 27 24 37 36 28 23 E S T P 2
Alexander Adema 44 16 24 33 33 31 20 42 E S F P 1
Alexander Bass 37 17 34 29 34 33 25 32 E S T P 1
Amresh Gahar 36 18 40 27 28 30 32 27 E N T P 2
Arnold Vlaander
Bjorn Chin Fo Sieeuw 22 30 17 32 41 42 20 37 I N T J 1
Camiel Zandbergen 31 29 28 21 32 39 31 39 E S F P 2
Charlotte Rulo 25 29 25 31 27 26 34 43 I N F P 1
Colby Harmon 33 27 33 24 35 29 28 30 E S F P 3
Cor Kroon 34 29 27 28 35 32 25 31 E S T P 1
Daan Ensing 29 34 18 25 33 26 40 37 I S F J 1
Denise Hoppenbrouwer 25 30 19 28 45 34 26 34 I S T J 1
Florence Roelandschap 26 31 20 24 26 31 37 42 I S T P 2
Hannah Nijsingh 31 28 24 29 32 32 40 25 E N F J 3
Irini Mountakis 32 22 28 22 36 26 39 35 E S F P 2
Jan Terlingen 29 20 34 31 27 24 39 35 E N F J 1
Joep Schipperheijn 27 33 21 37 27 18 37 41 I N F J 3
Johnny Xian 41 21 38 25 21 23 36 35 E S F P 2
Julian Tunru 32 26 30 24 31 27 34 36 E N F P 2
Lisanne Pistorius 29 32 22 21 37 25 40 35 E S F J 1
Loran Gailliaert 29 27 29 34 32 30 27 31 I N T J 2
Mark Verweij 39 25 35 20 28 19 33 41 E S F P 1
Martijn van Amersfoort 30 14 35 33 26 34 27 42 I N F P 1
Maud Schijen 34 26 23 27 39 23 35 35 E S F P 2
Max Barendregt 33 17 39 36 27 28 26 36 E N F P 1
Michael O' Connor 38 28 34 24 26 28 18 24 E N F P 2
Mihaela Ichim 26 23 29 25 33 23 39 41 E N F P 1
Monique Rood 31 31 25 28 36 27 31 29 E S T J 2
Niels Dercksen 33 27 33 26 32 29 28 30 E S F P 2
Nina van Knapen 39 28 14 29 27 31 34 39 I S F P 3
Pauline Dekker 26 40 26 20 28 27 40 35 I S F J 2
Pepijn Hofstede 26 29 38 34 26 33 26 36 I N F P 3
Rutger de Bruijn 32 26 30 18 32 26 37 38 E S F P 2
Sander Bossen 30 26 25 31 37 25 33 35 E N T J 2
Sjoerd Cuypers 40 17 35 28 26 26 27 43 E S F P 1
Tijmen Dalhuijsen 30 23 36 23 33 34 31 31 E N T P 1
Tim Evegroen 34 26 17 27 32 30 33 42 I S F P 2
Vincent van der Bijl 18 26 20 30 43 42 16 44 I N T J 1
Wilco Mellema 33 26 26 20 25 35 39 38 E S F P 2
Yannick Meijers 43 17 30 35 37 21 24 34 E S F P 3
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